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New San Marco Apartments, Duluth
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Off the Streets and Out of Harm’s Way
THE COMMUNITY AND ITS HISTORY
N E W SA N M A R CO A PA RT M E N TS
AT - A - G L A N C E
POPULATION OF CITY: 86,293
TARGET AREA OF REVITALIZATION:
Urban infill site
UNITS: 70 efficiency units
TARGET POPULATION: Formerly long-term
homeless and individuals struggling with
substance abuse
TIME FRAME: 2006–2007
INITIAL COSTS: $9.2 million
PROJECT PARTNERS: Center City Housing
Corporation, City of Duluth-HOME, CHUM,
Corporation for Supportive Housing, Duluth
Local Initiatives Support Corporation (LISC),
Federal Home Loan Bank of Des Moines,

Duluth is a port city on the shore of Lake Superior with
historic roots in the mining, forestry and shipping industries.
The city has several colleges, a University of Minnesota
campus, and a vibrant nonprofit culture.
Like many urban areas, Duluth struggles to address the needs
of residents suffering from homelessness and alcoholism or
chemical dependency. The concept behind the 70-unit New
San Marco Apartments was to create a place where people
suffering from homelessness and/or addiction could find refuge
and supportive services to help them confront the challenges
in their lives. Even the location, at the site of a former rooming
house without services, appears to be reflective of where the
residents may have wound up without San Marco.
The developer cobbled together an impressive list of a dozen
funders and financiers, with the largest amount, nearly $6
million, coming from private investors through the National
Equity Fund, while government money from three funds each
provided $500,000.

Greater Minnesota Housing Fund, HUD
Supportive Housing Program, Minnesota
Housing, National Equity Fund
KEY STRATEGIES: Neighborhood revitalization,
blight removal, infill development, green and
healthy homes, permanent supportive housing
for homeless
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THE STRATEGY
Center City Housing Corporation, started in 1986, has
established a reputation as Duluth’s leading nonprofit
developer. The company currently owns 18 apartment
buildings with more than 611 units of affordable housing.
Center City worked closely with architects at LHB to develop
New San Marco Apartments as two residential wings covering
a corner lot.
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The largest section, with 40 units, houses residents who have
been chronically homeless for anywhere from one to three
years. A second section of 30 units is occupied by single
adults suffering from substance addiction. Amenities include
enclosed courtyards, lounges, a dining area, and a front desk
staffed 24 hours a day.

That does not mean residents have no supportive services.
Duluth’s Center for Alcohol and Drug Treatment (CADT)
and the Human Development Center (HDC) both provide
mental health treatment and alcohol and chemical dependency
recovery services onsite to residents. New San Marco residents
are encouraged, but not required, to receive treatment.

Assisted by funders interested in having sustainability
incorporated into the project, New San Marco became
a pilot for Minnesota Green Communities, an initiative
sponsored by GHMF in conjunction with Enterprise and
Family Housing Fund. The red brick apartment complex has
lots of daylighting, energy-efficient lighting and controls.
Apartments and common areas have Energy Star appliances
and outside, low-maintenance landscaping requiring no
irrigation. Steam heat and hot water systems save money.
Collectively the building uses 32 percent less energy than the
state building code requires.

Residents must be income-qualified for the housing; they
turn over their Social Security disability checks to the staff,
keeping $100 for incidental purposes. The rents are roughly
$1,500 a month, compared to $300 a day for a stay in a detox
facility. The residents, many of whom are Native American,
are provided three meals a day. A staff nurse helps them keep
track of medications.

The New San Marco Apartments allows
individuals to drink on the premises in safe
surroundings. The “harm reduction” strategy
removes people from the dangers of living on
the streets where they may be treated as public
nuisances and vagrants while also giving them a
secure place to live.
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While drinking is allowed, staff encourage residents to
moderate consumption and many do, switching from hard
liquor that’s easy to carry on the street to beer and wine. Some
drink every day; others don’t drink for days. The road to
recovery is not easy. (Stories from residents are captured in the
film “No Losers,” available on YouTube.)

THE RESULTS
Gary Olson, who runs the Center for Alcohol and Drug
Treatment, told the Duluth News Tribune in 2017 that New
San Marco represents a first step on the road to recovery for
some, and a safer environment for all.
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He noted that the loss of Duluth’s inexpensive, oneroom housing to urban renewal, paired with the closing
of Minnesota’s state hospitals, resulted in an increase in
homelessness.
“The combination of those two things really forced a whole
population of these public inebriates into homelessness, and
because of their homelessness and their alcoholism, they were
dying at an alarming rate. The treatment model we were using
was not effective,” Olson said.
Rick Klun, Center City’s executive director, sees a remarkable
impact both on society and on the individuals who live in New
San Marco. “What it means to the city is there are cost savings
and efficiencies with law enforcement, the judicial system, the
emergency room and detox,” he says. “It has provided safety,
dignity, an environment where they can work on alcoholicrelated issues, have three meals a day, and have the opportunity
to get help with addiction or non-addiction issues.”

LESSONS LEARNED
Infill brings attractive building to blighted corner.
New San Marco represents an excellent example of infill
development and blight removal. “It was one of the most
blighted and crime-ridden neighborhoods in Duluth,”
says Klun. Center City had to educate neighbors, law
enforcement, the business community, taxpayers and
providers about their work with residents.
Harm reduction model puts safety first. The 12-step
community was not excited about allowing a place that put
few controls on drinking by alcoholics until they learned
more about harm reduction. The business community
learned that when alcoholics have a home instead of
living on the streets they are much less likely to be
problem citizens who publicly urinate on private property,
panhandle, or sleep on the streets. A thick skin is necessary
to deal with potential criticism that comes with such a novel

Living in a place where people accept you is another important
attribute. “They are not judged about their life relating to
alcohol,” he says.

approach to homelessness and alcoholism.
Green and healthy housing translates to energy savings.
The result offered some of Duluth’s most troubled residents
permanent affordable housing designed to be green and
healthy. The use of sustainable materials and energy-saving
measures also helped keep operating costs lower than
those of buildings of similar size.
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